Norman’s New $150,000 Theater

The Sooner Is One of Finest in Oklahoma; Open February 1

By Zona Moore, ’30

The finest theater of its size in Oklahoma will be opened in Norman about February 1 and it is being built with the desire of the university students as its guide. Harold Gimeno, ’17 mus., ’21 arts-sc., is architect and an owner.

The new $150,000 theater, the Sooner, is in Spanish architecture, of yellow bricks, trimmed with white limestone and tile. The inner walls are also of brick and tile, bronzed and trimmed with wood carvings and cabinet work. The vaulted and beautifully decorated ceiling of the auditorium is doubly attractive because of its massive stained wooden beams and its hand painted decorations. These decorations are a feature of the entire building. In the auditorium they take the form of the various fraternity crests, painted in brilliant colors, and arranged along wooden beams.

The side walls of the room have tall, graceful arches, which give the appearance of huge windows, but are in reality blue backgrounds with soft lighting effects. In the stairways and the beautiful stained glass windows will be hung draperies of velour, damask, and silver and gold cloths. Jeweled materials and Spanish shawls and hangers will be hung from the walls and balconies.

Spanish decorations again predominate in the lobby, the walls of which are covered with brilliant tiles which have been imported from Valencia. These colors extend to the hand painted decorations on the stairways and the elaborately furnished lobby on the mezzanine floor. Bright drapes, thick rugs, overstuffed lounges and chairs, many floor lamps and hanging mirrors make this an imposing room.

The stage is large enough to accommodate any road show and the fly loft is high enough to permit the scenery to be taken up straight instead of being rolled up. Under the stage are the dressing rooms.

The unusual chandeliers which are of antique and vari-colored opalescent glass, were designed by Gimeno. In addition to these lights which hang from the beams, only soft indirect glows will light the auditorium. The lights are controlled by a rheostat which permits their being dimmed or brightened slowly instead of changing them abruptly.

Besides the outstanding beauty of the building, is the comfortable compactness of its auditorium, which is 1,200, making it Norman’s largest theater. Adding much to its attraction, is the $15,000 vitaphone which is being installed now. The machine is the best which could be purchased and since it is the only one in town will insure talking pictures for the Sooner theater. Plans are being made for the Orpheum circuit shows, but no positive decision will be made until some time in March, according to H. N. Britten, lease holder of the building and manager.

Britten, who has been a theater man in Norman for eight years, says of the project, “I believe the students will show their appreciation of a really fine thing by giving us more patronage than ever, and the townspeople are sure to come in larger numbers now that it be unnecessary to stand in line for an hour before getting a seat.”

The leather cushioned chairs of the auditorium and the red velvet chairs of the loges represent a cost of $15,000. The loge chairs are the best procurable as are many of the other features. Gimeno expressed the belief that no theater in the southwest had more expensive or better materials than the New Sooner. The marble of the auditorium came from Italy and Vermont and the tile from Spain.
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Dr. Homer L. Dodge, dean of the graduate school, is in England for a period of six months on research study. Dr. Edward Everett Dale is temporarily as dean of the school.